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Message from the President
Monthly update

Eric Stevens (e_stevens@cox.net)
ARMS President

It's fun fly time again.  I apologize for all that were planning on attending the meeting, but due to the proximity to the fun 
fly and the fact that I will be dead tired after set up, I have elected to cancel the meeting for March.  Based on the turn 
out at the last couple of meetings, I pretty certain that I will have more members helping on set up on Thursday than 
would attend the meeting.  I will be back and forth to the field on Thursday, March 6 starting from around 9-10AM thru 
out the day.  This is a long process as I have to work around the aircraft in flight, so I won't be offended if you bring 
something to fly.  Our pre-registration has not been the greatest; however I have seen a lot of activity on line from 
people planning on coming.  This year Curtis Youngblood will be attending, so that will be a treat.  Hopefully everyone 
can pitch in and make this a great event. 

Several members have asked if we might do some polo shirts for the fun fly like several years back.  These shirts 
would have the fun fly logo on the back.  Price would probably be somewhere around $20.  Anyone who is interested 
should email me with size and quantity.

On different note, I want to thank everyone for pinning up their AMA cards at the field and cutting back in other areas.  
This really helps.  That's it for now.  Hope to see everyone out there. 

Eric

Next Meeting

No meeting in March!!  See you at 
the Fun fly…
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Technical Tips/For Sale

Video of the Month

Alan Szabo on Japanese T.V

http://www.wretch.cc/video/moumei&func=single&vid=3578867&o=view_d&p=23

Stuff for Sale

Barry Beagle (notarheli@hotmail.com) has the following for sale:

Raptor90SE
GY401 w/S9254
GV-1 Governor
Lipo receiver battery pack with AZ regulator
JR 9303 transmitter
JR receiver and servos
YS91 with Hatori SB16FH
Radix 710's
Modified tail rotor setup
Misc. upgrades
$1500

Raptor90 converted to SE
GY401 w/S9254
GV-1 Governor
Lipo receiver battery pack with AZ regulator
JR 8303 transmitter
JR receiver and servos
YS91 with Hatori SB16FH
Radix 710's
Modified tail rotor setup
Misc. upgrades
$1400

Will include with either of the above a starter, hand crank or electric fuel pump with 1gl fuel, Radio South ni-
starter and field box.  $100

Other items for sell:
Carbon Xtreme Raptor carbon frame set
Triton charger
AC power supply capable of putting out 12 volts at 20 amps
Misc. parts and supplies for YS 91 engines (bearings, gaskets, o-rings), JR servos, and Raptors.
Misc. electronics like servos, governors, receivers, etc.

Transmitters can be swapped between aircraft if first purchaser desires.  Both are set up for the 9303 and 
are in perfect flying shape.  With minimal adjustment, either one can be set up for the 8303.
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Photos from the field…
Here are some Sun Valley pics.
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Arizona Rotary Modelers Association

P.O Box 6052

Glendale, Arizona 85312-6052

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Notes from the Editor
Fun Fly

Paul Clifton Jr. (pcliftonjr@cox.net)
ARMS Secretary

See you out there!  

Paul

Upcoming Events

Phoenix Fun Fly!!

March 7- 9th 2008

For more details check out the “Events” 
section on Run Ryder.


